Torra is known for being of the best fishing spots in Namibia, although we didn’t had much success due to very rough sea
conditions, we did catch a few (very small). We loved every moment and will return to Torra for a full 2 week camp and
fishing. But because this is very much part of the Skeleton Coast, you better be prepared – almost every night you hear tents
blown and torn in the wind with the noise of hammers trying to get tent pens deeper into the sand – the wind here is hard and
sometimes feels coming from all directions.
We also visited Terrace Bay, about 45km north of Torra with an awesome marble
beach with the see water playing with the marble rocks behind pushed up with
every wave making an amazing noise. Also at Terrace Bay we found a Dune 4x4
Route which I could not resist to drive – remember to ask permission at the
reception – this route, although difficult to find takes you up very high dunes, which
we found to be very soft on the top…. Got stuck on top of the Dune, the huge 33”
Maxxis was almost hallway covered in the sand with the chassis and diff stranded
on top of the sand…. But deflating to .5 bar, sand tracks and the high lift jack plus
more than 2 hours…. We got the Tuna out!
And yes…. Will do it again!!

Day 16 - 26 December 2015 (313km - 4 hours) Torra Bay to Swakop
We left Torra, really sad as we would loved to stay longer. The road through the park is
excellent, with some places on the salt road the Mud tyres might even be noiser as on a tarr
road.
On the way, there is a few very interested stops, from old ship wrecks to old mining sites,
really worth while to stop and take a few pictures, O yes…. Normally Namibia is hot, but we
had some very, very cold days as wel… which we was not really prepared for.
About halfway to Swakop there is pub, “Fisherman’s Inn” or something like that, make sure you have a stop there! Also about
12km inland, its called the Dead Sea – but in fact it’s an old mine filled with salt water, completely saturated with salt and
other minerals. Just make sure you take a shower after you had a swim…. The salt are very abbrasive!

We Stayed two days at Swakop, with some Quad driving in the
Dunes!

